Ford 340

The A was produced in and the B's production ran from to The tractors were medium-duty
diesel-powered three-cylinder two-wheel drive vehicles. Both models could be equipped with
front-end loader and backhoe attachments. Although the Ford A and B are all-purpose farm
tractors, the attachments made them common equipment for cemetery digging and residential
and light commercial construction work. The A was equipped with a three-cylinder diesel engine
displacing 2. It featured a 4. The engine developed 44 horsepower and ft. The torque gives the A
its pulling power. The Ford A featured an inch wheelbase and overall length of inches without
loader or backhoe. It measured The frame cleared the ground by 13 inches. The engine carried
11 quarts of coolant and had an oil capacity of seven quarts. The fuel tank carried 16 gallons,
and its turning radius was The A's total weight without attachments was 4, lbs. The later
generation Ford B tractor featured a larger engine and cylinder bore. The three-cylinder diesel
powerplant displaced 3. The compression ratio remained the same at Its horsepower and torque
rating climbed slightly to 48 horsepower and ft. The B's frame features similar dimensions to
the A with slight alterations to accommodate the larger engine. The wheelbase remained
identical to the A at 81 inches, but Ford lengthened the frame to inches. The tractor was The B's
ground clearance was 14 inches. The turning radius was 11 inches and the overall weight
without the front loader and backhoe was 4, lbs. The engine's liquid capacities were identical to
the A. The B featured a two-post roll bar above the driver's seat or the optional four-post roll bar
with canopy. The front loader had a bucket capacity of It could rise to a full height of inches in 3.
The backhoe can dig a depth of up to inches. The backhoe's bucket width was 12 inches. Rob
Wagner is a journalist with over 35 years experience reporting and editing for newspapers and
magazines. His experience ranges from legal affairs reporting to covering the Middle East. Ford
Specs by Rob Wagner. Play Now. Start by checking the "Possible Causes" listed above. Visually
inspect the related wiring harness and connectors. Check for damaged components and look
for broken, bent, pushed out, or corroded connector's pins. Tech Notes What does this mean?
The auto repair labor rates vary widely across the country, and even within the same city. How
much do you know about cars? Take the AutoCodes. When is the code detected? The camshaft
position sensor signal is not detected by the Engine Control Module ECM during the first few
seconds of engine cranking. The camshaft position sensor senses the retraction of camshaft
intake to identify a particular cylinder. The camshaft position sensor senses the piston position.
The sensor system consists of a rotating part, typically a disc, as well as a static part, the actual
sensor. When the engine is running, the high and low parts of the teeth cause the gap with the
sensor to change. The changing gap causes the magnetic field near the sensor to change. The
change in the magnetic field causes the voltage from the sensor to change. When the
crankshaft position sensor POS system becomes inoperative, the camshaft position sensor
provides various controls of engine parts instead, utilizing the timing of cylinder identification
signals. Get Access to Factory Service Manuals. Need more help? Get the P Ford code
diagnosed by a professional: Find a repair shop in your area. Why is the Engine Light ON?
Repair Importance Level: 3. The range was powered by a series of American-built Ford V8
engines modified for racing. Initially the GT40 lacked reliability and aerodynamic stability and
wasn't a racing success until the project was moved to the US where further development vastly
improved the car's performance. The GT40 broke Ferrari's streak in and went on to win the next
three annual races. The Mk 1, the oldest of the cars, won in and , the second chassis to win Le
Mans more than once. Using an American Ford V8 engine, originally of 4. Early cars were simply
named "Ford GT" for Grand Touring , the name of Ford's project to prepare the cars for the
international endurance racing circuit. The first 12 "prototype" vehicles carried serial numbers
GT to GT In early , Ford reportedly received word through a European intermediary that Enzo
Ferrari was interested in selling to Ford Motor Company. Ford reportedly spent several million
dollars in an audit of Ferrari factory assets and in legal negotiations, only to have Ferrari
unilaterally cut off talks at a late stage due to disputes about the ability to direct open-wheel
racing. Ferrari, who wanted to remain the sole operator of his company's motorsports division,
was angered when he was told that he would not be allowed to race at the Indianapolis if the
deal went through since Ford fielded Indy cars using its own engine, and didn't want
competition from Ferrari. Enzo cut the deal off out of spite and Henry Ford II, enraged, directed
his racing division to find a company that could build a Ferrari-beater on the world
endurance-racing circuit. To this end Ford began negotiation with Lotus , Lola , and Cooper.
Cooper had no experience in GT or prototype and its performances in Formula One were
declining. It was one of the most advanced racing cars of the time, and made a noted
performance in Le Mans , even though the car did not finish, due to low gearing and slow
revving out on the Mulsanne Straight. However, Eric Broadley , Lola Cars' owner and chief
designer, agreed on a short-term personal contribution to the project without involving Lola
Cars. The agreement with Broadley included a one-year collaboration between Ford and

Broadley, and the sale of the two Lola Mk 6 chassis builds to Ford. Despite the small engine of
the Mustang I, Lunn was the only Dearborn engineer to have some experience with a
mid-engined car. At the end of , the team moved to Slough , near Heathrow Airport. It was
powered by the 4. After a season-long series of dismal results under John Wyer in , the program
was handed over to Carroll Shelby after the Nassau race. The cars were sent directly to Shelby,
still bearing the dirt and damage from the Nassau race. Carroll Shelby was noted for
complaining that the cars were poorly maintained when he received them, but later information
revealed the cars were packed up as soon as the race was over, and FAV never had a chance to
clean and organize the cars to be transported to Shelby. One month later Ken Miles and Bruce
McLaren came in second overall to the winning Chaparral in the sports class and first in
prototype class at the Sebring hour race. The rest of the season, however, was a
disappointment. The experience gained in and allowed the 7-liter Mk II to dominate the following
year. In February, the GT40 again won at Daytona. This was the first year Daytona was run in the
24 Hour format and Mk II's finished 1st, 2nd, and 3rd. II taking second, and a Mk. I in third. This
disintegrated when the No1 car was forced to make a pit-stop for replacement brake rotors,
following an incorrect set being fitted a lap prior in a scheduled rotor change. It was found to be
a result of the correct brake rotors being taken by the No2 crew. With a multimillion-dollar
program finally on the very brink of success, Ford team officials faced a difficult choice. They
could allow the drivers to settle the outcome by racing each otherâ€”and risk one or both cars
breaking down or crashing. They could dictate a finishing order to the driversâ€”guaranteeing
that one set of drivers would be extremely unhappy. The team chose the latter and informed
Shelby. He told McLaren and Miles of the decision just before the two got in their cars for the
final stint. Then, not long before the finish, the Automobile Club de l'Ouest ACO , organizers of
the Le Mans event, informed Ford that the geographical difference in starting positions would
be taken into account at a close finish. Secondly, Ford officials admitted later, the company's
contentious relationship with Miles, its top contract driver, placed executives in a difficult
position. Ford stuck with the orchestrated photo finish. What happened on the last lap remains
the subject of speculation. Either Miles, deeply bitter over this decision after his dedication to
the program, issued his own protest by suddenly slowing just yards from the finish and letting
McLaren across the line first, or McLaren accelerated just before the finish line robbing Miles of
his victory. Either way, McLaren was declared the victor. Miles' death occurred at the wheel of
the Ford "J-car", an iteration of the GT40 that included several unique features. These included
an aluminum honeycomb chassis construction and a "bread van" body design that
experimented with " Kammback " aerodynamic theories. Unfortunately, the fatal Miles accident
was attributed at least partly to the unproven aerodynamics of the J-car design, as well as the
experimental chassis' strength. The team embarked on a complete redesign of the car, which
became known as the Mk IV. The high speeds achieved in that race caused a rule change, which
already came in effect in the prototypes were limited to the capacity of 3. If at least 50 cars had
been built, sportscars like the GT40 and the Lola T70 were allowed, with a maximum of 5. John
Wyer 's revised 4. This result added to four other round wins for the GT40, gave Ford victory in
the International Championship for Makes. The GT40's intended 3. While facing more
experienced prototypes and the new yet still unreliable 4. Apart from brake wear in the Porsche
and the decision not to change brake pads so close to the race end, the winning combination
was relaxed driving by both GT40 drivers and heroic efforts at the right time by at that time Le
Mans' rookie Ickx, who won Le Mans five more times in later years. In addition to four
consecutive overall Le Mans victories, Ford also won the following four FIA international titles
at what was then unofficially known as the World Sportscar Championship with the GT The Mk. I
was the original Ford GT Early prototypes were powered by 4. Five prototype models were built
with roadster bodywork, including the Ford X I met with little success in its initial tune for the
and Le Mans races. The first success came after their demise at the Nassau Speed Weekend
Nov when the racing was handed over to Carrol Shelby. Much was later modified and run by
John Wyer in and , winning Le Mans in both those years and Sebring in However, the Mk. I, with
its smaller engine, was legally able to race as a homologated sports car because of its
production numbers. In competition came from the Porsche which was the first prototype built
for the 3-liter Group 6. Wire wheels, carpet, ruched fabric map pockets in the doors and a
cigarette lighter made up most of the changes. Some cars deleted the ventilated seats, and at
least one chassis was built with the opening, metal-framed, windows from the Mk III. The car
had an aluminum chassis built at Abbey Panels and was originally powered by a 4. The real
purpose of this car was to test several improvements originating from Kar Kraft, Shelby, and
McLaren. Several gearboxes were used: a Hewland LG and at least one automatic gearbox. It
was later upgraded to Mk. II specifications with a 7. The car went on to win the 12 Hours of
Sebring in The X-1 was a one-off and having been built in the United Kingdom and being liable

for United States tariffs , was later ordered to be destroyed by United States customs officials. II
was rebuilt by Holman Moody in California to handle the 7. The car's chassis was similar to the
British-built Mk. I chassis, but it and other parts of the car had to be redesigned and modified by
Holman Moody to accommodate the larger and heavier engine. This car is sometimes called the
Ford Mk. In , the three teams racing the Mk. The Ford GT40 went on to win the race for the next
three years. For , the Mk. A batch of improperly heat-treated input shafts in the transaxles
sidelined virtually every Ford in the race at Daytona, however, and Ferrari won For the Daytona
24 Hours, two Mk II models chassis and had their engines re-badged as Mercury engines; Ford
seeing a good opportunity to advertise that division of the company. The Mk III was a road-car
only, of which seven were built. In an effort to develop a car with better aerodynamics
potentially resulting in superior control and speed compared to competitors , the decision was
made to re-conceptualize and redesign everything about the vehicle other than its powerful
7-liter engine. This would result in the abandonment of the original Mk. II chassis. In order to
bring the car into alignment with Ford's "in house" ideology at the time, more restrictive
partnerships were implemented with English firms, which resulted in the sale of Ford Advanced
Vehicles acquired by John Wyer , ultimately leading to a new vehicle which would be slated for
design by Ford's studios and produced by Ford's subsidiary Kar-Kraft under Ed Hull.
Furthermore, there was also a partnership with the Brunswick Aircraft Corporation for expertise
on the novel use of aluminum honeycomb panels bonded together to form a lightweight, rigid
"tub". The car was designated as the J-car, as it was constructed to meet the new Appendix J
regulations [26] which were introduced by the FIA in The first J-car was completed in March and
set the fastest time at the Le Mans trials that year. It was decided to run the Mk IIs due to their
proven reliability, however, and little or no development was done on the J-car for the rest of the
season. Following Le Mans, the development program for the J-car was resumed, and a second
car was built. During a test session at Riverside International Raceway in August with Ken Miles
driving, the car suddenly went out of control at the end of Riverside's high-speed, 1-mile-long
back straight. The aluminum honeycomb chassis did not live up to its design goal, shattering
upon impact. The car burst into flames, killing Miles. It was determined that the unique,
flat-topped "bread van" aerodynamics of the car, lacking any sort of spoiler, were implicated in
generating excess lift. Therefore, a conventional but significantly more aerodynamic body was
designed for the subsequent development of the J-car which was officially known as the Mk IV.
The Mk IV was built around a reinforced J chassis powered by the same 7. Excluding the
engine, gearbox, some suspension parts and the brakes from the Mk. II, the Mk. IV was totally
different from other GT40s, using a specific, all-new chassis and bodywork. It was undoubtedly
the most radical and American variant of all the GT40's over the years. IV, which made it much
safer, but the roll cage was so heavy that it negated most of the weight saving of the then-highly
advanced, radically innovative honeycomb-panel construction. IV had a long, streamlined
shape, which gave it exceptional top speed, crucial to do well at Le Mans in those days a circuit
made up predominantly of straights â€”the race it was ultimately built for. A 2-speed automatic
gearbox was tried, but during the extensive testing of the J-car in and , it was decided that the
4-speed from the Mk. II would be retained. Dan Gurney often complained about the weight of the
Mk. During practice at Le Mans in , in an effort to preserve the highly stressed brakes, Gurney
developed a strategy also adopted by co-driver A. Foyt of backing completely off the throttle
several hundred yards before the approach to the Mulsanne hairpin and virtually coasting into
the braking area. This technique saved the brakes, but the resulting increase in the car's
recorded lap times during practice led to speculation within the Ford team that Gurney and
Foyt, in an effort to compromise on chassis settings, had hopelessly "dialed out" their car. Only
one Mk. IV was completed for Sebring; the pressure from Ford had been amped up considerably
after Ford's humiliation at Daytona two months earlier. IV's each. Unlike the earlier Mk. Le Mans
remains the only all-American victory in Le Mans historyâ€”American drivers, team, chassis,
engine, and tires. A total of six Mk IVs were constructed. For years Peter Thorp had searched for
a GT40 in good condition. Most of the cars had problems including the dreaded rust issue. Safir
was also redesigning Range Rovers modifying the unit to six-wheel drive and exporting them.
Safir technical capabilities were such that they could rebuild GT40s. It was with this in mind that
Thorp approached John Willment for his thoughts. It was soon decided that there would be a
limited, further run of the significant GT JW Engineering would oversee the build, and Safir was
to do the work. Ford's Len Bailey was hired to inspect the proposed build and engineer any
changes he thought prudent to ensure the car was safe, as well as minimize problems
experienced in the past. Baily changed the front suspension to Alan Mann specifications, which
minimized nose-dive under braking. Zinc coated steel replaced the previous uncoated
rust-prone sheet metal. The vulnerable drive donuts were replaced with CV joints and the
leak-prone rubber gas tanks were replaced with aluminum tanks. The GT40 chassis was

upgraded without making any major changes. Tennant Panels supplied the roof structure and
the balance of the chassis was completed by Safir. Bill Pink, noted for his electrical experience
and the wiring installation of previous GT40s, was brought in. After the manufacture of chassis ,
John Etheridge was hired to manage the GT40 build. For the most part, the MkV resembled very
closely the MkI car, although there were a few changes, and, as with the 60s production, very
few cars were identical. The first car, GT40P, had an open-top in place of roofed doors. Most
motors were Ford small block, Webers or 4 Barrel Carburetor. These aluminum big block cars
all had easily removable door roof sections. Most GT40s were high-performance street cars
however some of the MkV production can be described as full race. Two road cars GT40P
roadster and GT40P roofed doors were built as lightweights which included an aluminum
honeycomb chassis and carbon fiber bodywork. Several kit cars and replicas inspired by the
Ford GT40 have been built. They are generally intended for assembly in a home workshop or
garage. Three production prototype cars were shown in as part of Ford's centenary, and
delivery of the production Ford GT began in the fall of Automotive Engineering, owned the GT40
trademark at that time, and when they completed production, they sold the excess parts,
tooling, design, and trademark to a small American company called Safir GT40 Spares, Limited
based in Ohio. Safir GT40 Spares licensed the use of the GT40 trademark to Ford for the initial
show car, but when Ford decided to make the production vehicle, negotiations between the two
failed, and as a result, the new Ford GT does not wear the badge GT Since Beanstalk gets 7.
Discussions between Safir and Ford ensued. However, in fact, the Ford Motor Company never
made an offer in writing to purchase the famed GT40 trademark. It features a 3. From Wikipedia,
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Commons has media related to Ford GT Everyone knows Mopar factory horsepower ratings in
the muscle car era were the most honest of them all; if the Magnum was advertised with
horsepower, that's what it made. And let's not forget how the Street Hemi was cleverly
under-rated by the ad guys. Rather than tout its nearly horsepower at 6, rpm and give the safety
watchdogs even more to chew on , Chrysler intentionally stopped counting at 5, rpm, where
horsepower was legitimately on tap. But what about the , launched in specifically for lightweight
A-Body installations, then spread throughout the B- and E-Body performance models in '73?
Did it really make "only" horsepower in pre-'72 mode with Was the claim of its horsepower 5,
rpm and lb-ft 3, rpm realistic? Auto Machine to watch the assembly of a nearly
stock-specification , and the subsequent dyno test comparison with factory 4-BBL and 6-BBL
induction setups. The results was surprising and not surprising at the same time. On factory
claims of horsepower at 5, rpm and lb-ft 3, rpm , we got horsepower at 5, rpm and lb-ft at 3, rpm.
So it's clear Mopar understated the facts by 45 horsepower and 28 lb-ft. Then we replaced the
manifolds with a set of headers and got For some in the dyno room, the elevated power
readings came as a surprise. There it would have been great to advertise its real plus
horsepower capability against the competition. But on the other side of the coin, when sold
beside powered Road Runners and Super Bees at Plymouth and Dodge dealerships nationwide,
the difference between their horsepower rating and the 's horsepower may have led to internal

competition, and reduced B-Body sales. It's all water under the bridge at this point, but the
horsepower we observed explains a stock 's well documented ability to toss any A-Body well
into the second zone at the strip. So what about the Six Pack? Testing RAD's patience, we
asked them to swap intake and exhaust systems on the dyno so we could get more answers.
Going back to the factory stock cast-iron exhaust manifolds, a Six Pack replaced the four barrel
and we got horsepower at 5, rpm and lb-ft at 4, rpm. Again, Chrysler's claim of horsepower at 5,
rpm and lb-ft at 3, rpm was bettered by 66 horsepower and 37 lb-ft. Finally, we replaced the
headers and watched it grow another So the next time you see a stock or Six Pack, don't be
fooled into thinking it's a sub horsepower muscle car wannabe. Follow along as we assemble a
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purchased is a different part than the one being replaced, partial or no refund may be given.
Please contact us for more details. Cores returned in a damaged state are subject to no or
partial credit, so package them well for return as if they were a new product. We have many new
parts available but not listed, if you are looking for a new part but the item you see has a core
charge, please contact us. Order Toll Free 1. Air Cleaner Components. Engine Overhaul Kits.
Engine Parts. Fuel System. Hydraulic System. PTO Components. Starters, Alternators and
Switches. Water Pump. Features Package Quantity 1. Tractor splitting stands with rails.
Features Notes This Tractor Splitting System is designed to assist service technicians with
process of splitting tractor effortlessly, efficiently and safely while performing tractor repairs,
maintenance, and inspections. Supports weight of 10, lbs. Tractor Separator - 10T. Features
Notes Made to service the higher horse power tractors safely and efficiently during repairs and
maintenance. Supports weight of 20, lbs. Four camera capability 2. Supports 12V automotive
battery. Infrared Illuminators allow up to 32 feet of night visibility, image mirroring function,
made to withstand off-road conditions, audio capabilities. Each camera has an antenna and a
power supply jack. Cameras require 12V power source. Accessories: Base-Mounted Remote
Antenna with 9. This system can be expanded to support up to four cameras. These bars offer
twice the lighting power and will make your off-road adventures m
honda trail 90
4 door chevy silverado
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ore safe and more fun. Recommended for off-road applications. If core charge instructions are
not included with the new item: Different types of parts go to different locations. Have your
order number and invoice number if different ready. Please contact us, we will give you the
address your core needs to be returned to, and any other instructions. If you do not have a core
to return, the core charge will not be refunded. Get assistance and advice from our parts
specialists Click to Call - Just click and we'll call you. FAQs - Check out the frequently asked
questions. Email us - We'll reply within 24 hours. This Tractor Splitting System is designed to
assist service technicians with process of splitting tractor effortlessly, efficiently and safely
while performing tractor repairs, maintenance, and inspections. Made to service the higher
horse power tractors safely and efficiently during repairs and maintenance. Turn heads and
illuminate the roads ahead with our dual row LED light bars.

